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Tatar Folksongs 

L~szl6 VIKAR 
Budapest 

Initiated and commissioned by Zoltan Koddly, the first Hungarian mu- 
sic research in the original habitat of the Hungarians, a territory bounded by 
the rivers Volga, Kama and Belaya, began in 1957 and ended in 1979. The 
fourth and last volume of the series summarizing the findings contains Tatar 
folksongs. 

Besides the previously published Finno-Ugrianexamples, 1 the tunes of- 
fer an insight into the highly varied Turkic tradition, similarly to the Chu- 
vash volume.2 The three previous volumes contained exactly one thousand 
tunes, this one has half as many. The number is high compared to the rest of 
the volumes, but the diversity of Tatar tune types and the size of the Tatar 
population numbering five millions justify it. 

An important fact to be noted is the peculiar Tatar-Bashkir relationship. 
The Tatars of Kazan and the far fewer Bashkirs living, however, on a far 
larger area have been in close interaction for centuries. They are tied by lan- 
guage, music, several traditional customs, costume, and, first and foremost, 
the Muslim faith. The innumerable prescriptions of the common religion 
have had such a strong influence upon the everyday life and culture of the Ta- 
tars and Bashkirs, that it would be hard to separate their communities in sev- 
eral cases. Those living in West Bashkiria are even uncertain about their na- 
tionality. We came across it several times. 

The "Tatar Folksongs" continues the former Volga-Kama monog- 
raphies, but in actual fact, it is more: as the outcome of an extensive areal re- 

1 L. Vikair -- Gbor Bereczki: Cheremis Folksongs, Budapest, 1971; L. Vikair - G. Bereczki: Votyak Folk- 
songs. Budapest, 1989 

2 L. Vikir - G. Bereczki: Chuvash Folksongs. Budapest, 1979 
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2 Lcaszl6 Vikir 

search of a decade, it is a self-contained entity. Those who "only" read this 
volume, without the precedents, will also get useful linguistic and musical 
information. 

The traditional musics of Finno-Ugrian and Turkic peoples are in close 
interplay wherever the two communities live close to each other. The Finno- 
Ugrians, however, have borrowed more from the Turkic peoples than vice 
versa. All scientific disciplines register the Hungarians as Turkified Finno- 
Ugrians. For this reason, it is imperative for us to investigate both origins. 
Researchers have long been devoted signal atttention to the similarities or 
differences in the languages and songs of neighbouring Turkic and Finno- 
Ugrian peoples. The easily distinguishable tunes have never been a problem 
whereas the systematization of the thousands of less typical ones similar to, 
or different from one another has posed almost unsurmountable problems. 

I am deeply indebted to G~bor Bereczki, a Finno-Ugrian scholar who 

accompanied me on all my trips to Tatar and Bashkir areas except for one, 
sharing with me all the hardships and tribulations. His exceptional knowl- 

edge of languages enabled him to transliterate the texts put down or dictated 
in Cyrillic script. Unlike with texts of literature, the preservation of local 
dialects often put us to difficulty. Few understood that what we needed was 
not the "corrected" text but the original. 

From among the Tatars, the name of Mahmud Nigmedzyanov, an eth- 

nomusicologist of Kazan, deserves special mention. Apart from organizing 
our journey, we owe him the authentic transcription and interpretation of 
several Tatar folksong texts. Among the local people, the leaders of villages 
and districts - first of all the teachers - lent us great assistance. 

First and foremost, however, our gratitude is due to the people - many 
probably already dead - whose singing helped unselfishly the important 
work of conserving the tradition. 

Collecting Tatar folk music 

1. Summary of the past one hundred years in Tatar folk music collection 

Over the past 100 years or so several publications of the traditional mu- 

sic of Finno-Ugrian and Turkic peoples living around the Volga and Kama 
have appeared. Most aimed to satisfy popular interest, but at the same time 
contributed variants required indispensably by research. 
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Tatar Folksongs 3 

The first, truly significant collection of lasting value is to the credit of 
Russian S. G. Ribakov who published in St. Petersburg a volume over 330 
pages, containing more than 200 music examples, at the end of the last cen- 
tury.3 It practically contains Tatar and Bashkir material. The greater part is 
taken up by the introduction of two main tune groups, the "uzun koj" (long 
song) and "kiska koj" (short song). In the closing section, the author pre- 
sented several dozen outstanding singers and instrumentalists, finishing the 
volume with I. Dobrovolsky's study entitled "Asian musical news" contain- 
ing 30 music examples, which was first published in Astrakhan in 1816. 

Brought out in few copies, S. G. Ribakov's book was a rarety already at 
the turn of the century. Its exceptional value is beyond doubt, providing most 
practicable material for the study of Tatar and Bashkir folk music even to- 
day. 

The first tunes to be published in German in 1919 were collected by 
Georg Schtinemann among Kazan Tatar prisoners-of-war.4 After Votyak, 
Mordvin and Cheremis songs also collected among POW's, in 1930 Robert 
Lach of Austria published Crimean Tatar folksongs, followed by Bashkir 
tunes in the last tome of his voluminous series in 1939.s Tatar folk music col- 
lectors first debuted with their own publications well after the first world 
war. Most notable of them was A. Zatayevich, who published in 1933 vari- 
ous Tatar tunes from vast areas in Kazakhstan.6 At the beginning of the Great 
Patriotic War, in 1941, A.S. Klyucharov published in RussianTatar folk- 
songs' typical for the area in Kazan, then belonging to the hinterland. The 
second volume of his collection in the Tatar language was published there 
much later, in 1955.8 

The war lasting for six years heavily marred the research of traditions, 
including the collection of folksongs. Work resumed only in the early or 
mid-fifties, followed by publishing work. Then, however, the puritanic 
presentation of materials was combined with analytic articles and studies as 
well. In addition to practical tasks, an increasing role was assigned to ques- 

3 S. G. Ribakov: Muzika ipesni uralskih musulman. St.Peterburg, 1891 
4 G. Schiinemann: Kasantatarische Lieder 1918. Archiv fiir Musilkwissenschafi. I. 1. Biickenburg und 

Leipzig, 1919 
5 R. Lach: Gesange russischer Kriegsgefangener II. 1. Krimtatarische Gesinge. Wien und Leizig, 1930. 

II.2. Baschkirische Gesdinge, Wien und Leipzig, 1939 
6 A. Zatayevich: Melodii Kazahstanskih tatar. Moskva, 1933 
7 A. S. Klyucharov: Tatarskie narodniepesni, Kazan, 1941 
8 A. S. Klyucharov: Tatar halik kdjlere. Kazan, 1955 
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4 Lc'szl6 Vikc~r 

tions of theoretical foundations, comparison, systematization and utiliza- 
tion. The place names of Moscow, Kazan and Ufa frequently featured on the 
title pages of folksong collections. No matter whose work is considered - lo- 
cal collectors', transcribers', editors' - the ambition to more exactly record 
the material is apparent: the partly improvised ornamentation of long songs 
is notated in detail, the parlando-rubato tunes not fitting the regular meters 
are also registered. 

The folk music researchers Saydashova-Yarmi were the first to publish 
in 1979 Mishar Tatar tunes, with an appended record of 33 notations.9 

The most significant work of collection and publication has been done 

by Mahmud Nigmedzyanov, who brought out four Tatar folksong collec- 
tions and volumes of studies between 1964 and 1982 in Moscow and Kazan. 
He published in these more than 800 songs in Tatar or Russian. 10 In the folk- 
music archives of the Kazan branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences all 
the available documents derived not only from Tatar administrative areas but 
also from elsewhere have been regularly collected and analyzed since 1956. 
These also include the dozens of songs recorded in May 1973 among the Ta- 
tar population of some 5000 living in Jirvanpiha in Finland. They remained 
in the area of the former Russian Grand Duchy (today Finland) when the So- 
viet Union had been founded. There is no room here to introduce all the Tatar 
folkmusic publications in detail. It would also be too reckless a task for a for- 

eigner, who can never get access to as much important information and mu- 
sical material at the local researchers. The great bulk of old Tatar collections 
are probably only available in Russia or can be hopefully unearthed there. 

All the rest of the music-related material can best be studied on the spot. 
The only argument that may be adduced for an "outsider" is that he may 
evaluate certain phenomena more impartially. However, the opposite may 
also be true at times. 

2. Tatarfolkmusic collection (1968-1979) 
When field research began in the summer of 1958, it was little known 

how rich and ramifying the musical tradition of Finno-Ugrians and Turks 

9 A. Z. Saydashova-Yarmi: Tatarsko-misarskie pesni. Moskva, 1979 

10 M. N igmedzyanov: Stileviye osobennosti muzikalnovofolklora tatar kryshan. Moskva, 1954 

M. Nigmedzyanov: Tatarskie narodnie pesni, Moskva, 1970 
M. Nigmedzyanov: Tatar halik zhurlari. Kazan, 1976 
M. Nigmedzyanov: Narodnie pesni volzhskih tatar. Moskva, 1992 
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6 Laszl6 Vik6ir 

living around the rivers Volga, Kama and Belaya would be. The first aim 
was searching for variants of tonal fifth-shifting tunes published by Zoltin 
Kodaly in volume IV of Bicinia Hungarica (a part of which tunes he himself 
could hear played from the since perished wax cylinders at the Phonogramm 
Archives in Vienna). However, it soon came to be realized that however nice 
this music was, it was only part - and not the oldest layer - of the musical 
tradition. Gradually it became clear that around the mid-Volga region, the 

predominant ethnicity is the Kazan Tatars whose centuries-millennium long 
influence could not be ignored by the small peoples living there, or perhaps 
they did not even want to avoid this influence. This influence has always re- 
mained stronger than that of the Russians who founded the Soviet state. 

Typically enough, two Finno-Ugrians who did not speak each other's 

language, a Cheremis and a Votyak, for example, would always converse in 
Tatar and not in Russian, as that was the traditional language. The men learnt 
some Russian in the army, but the women left at home had no need or chance 
to do so. The inscriptions on the gravestones prior to 1933 were in Arabic 

script and Tatar language. Later the lettering became Cyrillic. Many of the 
wooden buildings converted into granaries or cinemas during the Soviet dec- 
ades and falling into bad states of repair used to be mosques. 

It was generally found during the collecting trips that women, mainly 
those aged 50 to 70, could be got far easier to sing and communicate than 
men. Young ladies only sang out of rowdyism, while the elderly were shy to 

sing, so men in general were less routinous singers. In a few instances, how- 

ever, the opposite was found. 
There are relatively many long songs (uzun koj) which can only be per- 

formed by mature males with a good voice. These are always sung solo, not 
even the alternation of solo and chorus is allowed here. Their performance 
requires impeccable intonation, a sure ear, and great melodic and rhythmic 
flexibility. The long texts are also a test of the singer's memory. There was 
a single exception - "Kara urman" (Black forest) - widely known and nearly 
always sung by women. 

The song type becoming the men is the baet. It is the chronicle of war or 
other tragic events through many strophes, but always with a simple tune. 

In 1968, collection in the very first Tatar village almost ended in utter 

failure because the elderly men and women kept silent for a long time, de- 

spite all the rousing and encouragement. Only when the cause for their stub- 
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born silence was clarified did they begin to sing: under their ancient tradi- 
tion, men and women never sang in each other's presence. When the women 
had left, we could collect a rich material from the men, and later, when the 
women came back in the afternoon, from them. 

The collecting trips to the Volga-Kama region under the aegis of the 
Associations of Musicians made possible by the new article of the So- 
viet-Hungarian cultural agreement added in 1956 upon the insistence of 
Zoltin Koddly were more successful than expected. Apart from the official 
written permits, however, we always needed the help of a local teacher or 
guide. Without them, we would have achieved far less. Mahmud Nigmedzy- 
anov, our colleague from Kazan, had collected folk music himself, and 
joined us zealously for many years, even when we were collecting different 
than Tatar material. Among the local colleagues, he was perhaps the only 
one who accepted and understood that it was worth studying the musical tra- 
dition of others as well, because it largely promoted the insight into one's 
own musical tradition in an ethnically mixed area. His local knowledge was 
an invaluable treasure for us. We learnt much from each other and our 
UHER tape-recorder ensuring high-quality recordings was useful for him. 
He received a copy of all the material which he could use later. It was he who 
could explain the meaning of many local words and phrases. He remained 
enthusiastically ready to help throughout. On the very first occasion, he 
waited from early afternoon to 4 next morning at the Kazan harbour because 
our ship was late - not a rarity there. Ten years later, when the suddenly bro- 
ken out cholera would have forced us to stay in Chistopol for who knows how 
long, he arranged with the police that we could leave on the very last ship at 
night. He took on the daily chore of getting lodgings, and busied himself 
searching out good singers. It was often he who explained to the people why 
we had come, what we wanted. Some thought we were ill, doing such things 
at the peak of summer chores instead of something "useful". In nearly every 
village Nigmedzyanov found a local volunteer to help him, who followed the 
unusual event with signal attention. In most cases, the question was not who 
should sing but who should not. 

Every recording was immediately annotated in the minutes, and the 
singing was terminated by the A whistle. We always replayed a recording 
twice, to make sure that it was right and to satisfy the singers' curiosity. 
Some were moved, others cried or laughed. Surprisingly few were satisfied 
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with their voices. Most of them did not recognize them. It was always a wel- 
come moment when several ventured to sing the same song. They could help 
and correct one another then, and at the same time, useful variants could be 
recorded. 

Most collectors at the beginning of the century, but even in the '50s 
failed to pay attention to conversations and remarks surrounding the singing, 
and even wished to make "noiseless" pure recordings. Many condemn this 
method today and - on the other extreme - record every noise in the environ- 
ment - there is enough tape, after all. Decades of experience have shown that 
it has its advantages and disadvantages as well. 

The Tatars are usually hard-working, disciplined people. Their na- 
tional awareness is surprisingly strong, usually stronger than among the sur- 
rounding Finno-Ugrians. Having no time to collect among Slavs, or Rus- 
sians, we could establish no clear-cut opinions about their lives. At any rate, 
it could be felt everywhere that the Russians were the representatives and 
beneficiaries of state administrative power. When the first chance arrived af- 
ter many years, they were the first to leave the villages, moving to towns in 
the hope of making a living more easily and comfortably. 

Sometimes we also asked what the respondents knew of us Hungarians. 
It never failed to surprise them that we had travelled thousands of kilometres 
to collect folksongs. We were the first ever foreigners in every village. On 
an occasion, we met three old blind men. They came hand in hand. One 
asked: 

- Where are you from, my sons? 
- From Hungary. 
- I know there is such a country. 

About the analysis, classification and publication of the tunes 

Before publishing a collection of tunes, systematization is one of the 

major tasks. The ultimate goal is to place side by side the tunes of the same 

style, and within a style, those of an identical tune type. It must be clear to 
the reader that the music in question is an organic whole from which a col- 
lection can only show a segment. In exceptional cases, some greater units 
can also be tied up. In such cases relatively longer processes of the tradition 
can also be explored. Good systematization is never rigid or arbitrary but 
helps to uncover and publish the hidden connections of reality. 

Studia Musicologica .Acadeniae Scientiarum Hungaricac. 39, 1998 
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It is almost impossible to impose a strict system upon the living and con- 
stantly changing musical material. What makes art exceptional is being pro- 
duced by unique, unrepeatable elements, be it conscious or instinctive artis- 
tic creation. 

Inorganic material is easy to classify, it yields readily. It is, however, 
hard to systematize the constantly changing. Yet classification cannot be 
done without. The larger the material to be studied, the more indispensable 
it is to have a good guide. Several hundred similar tunes cannot be remem- 
bered by anyone. To achieve reliable results, a well planned and sufficiently 
flexible system is needed. 

Several questions have been raised during the edition of the previous 
volumes of the Volga-Kama folksongs. That is also apparent in the different 
ways of presentating the tunes by volume. The Cheremis tunes were ar- 
ranged by ethnic groups and cadences, the Chuvash material by the line 
structure of tunes, the Votyak songs by the set of tones, as these seemed ap- 
propriate for the given stock of tunes. In all three volumes further sub- 
grouping was necessary. When preparing the Tatar folksongs for printing,. 
we also faced the dilemma: in what sequence should the tunes follow? 
Though the picture presented of the Tatars is not so comprehensive as those 
of the Cheremis and Chuvash peoples, the decision, precisely for this rea- 
son, was even more difficult. Several former experiences have convinced us 
that the right proportion is indispensable. If the proportions are false, so will 
be the conclusions drawn from them. With the further increase of the mate- 
rial one has to reckon with seemingly insignificant elements assuming sig- 
nificance, or vice versa at times. 

However resolutely one may strive for objectivity, one cannot exclude 
subjective judgment. Everyone selects differently, there are no infallible 
viewpoints for the designation of the material best suited for publication. It 
aggravated our work that not even the latest Tatar folksong publications in- 
cluded arrangement by musical criteria, which might have been a guideline. 
Nor is it perfectly certain that we Hungarians can collect, systematize and 
publish Tatar folksongs most effectively. 

Besides the well-known systems, analyses and classification by differ- 
ent criteria can also be effected, if the studied material so requires. These cri- 
teria of systematization may include: the length of melody lines, the peaks 
and troughs of the tunes. The question always to be asked is if it will bear 
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enough fruit. Initial difficulties must not deter anyone. You will hardly find 
an attempt at systematization which functioned at topmost efficiency from 
the beginning. Old and new aspects of research may well complement each 
other. 

Data that offer themselves to various interpretation must be handled 
with caution. It cannot be accidental that in the great systems of Bart6k and 

Kodaly, the tonal set and form of the tunes were assigned far smaller roles 
since they include far more controversial elements than the primary criteria 
of cadence, syllable number and tonal range. 

The nationality of folksongs collected in the land of the Tatars and 
Bashkirs is not always unequivocal, as there is no fast line between the two 
related communities. The outlines of the whereabouts and culture of some 
minor ethnic groups living close to them are also blurred. Typically enough, 
a great part of tunes and texts are incessantly exchanged. This may be obvi- 
ous among Tatars and Bashkirs, but, for example, a typical Votyak folksong 
may also be sung to a Tatar text, or a Tatar folksong in Votyak or another, 
neighbouring tongue. Under such circumstances, there is no discussion 
about the origin of the folksongs. It is more correct to speak about the musi- 
cal style of certain regions, than of certain language groups. 

In the two former Republics, 580 tunes were collected and recorded in 
the Tatar administrative area and 634 among the Bashkirs, totalling 1214. 
Some 950 of these can be taken as Tatar, the rest probably Bashkir. The book 

presents less than half of the Tatar tunes, an indication of the great musical 
value of the material. A more comprehensive overview can only be given by 
monographs or such complete editions as the great Collection of Hungarian 
Folk Music. 

The editors strive to give as unified and logical transcriptions as possi- 
ble. Neither oversimplified, nor too complicated notations are aimed at. All 
the tunes in the volume are singable. 

Apart from the grace notes in the value of quavers or semiquavers and 

glides, the notation only indicates slightly longer, shorter, higher or lower 

singing. 
Square brackets [ ] allude to words missing from the text, round brack- 

ets () enclose nonsense, padding syllables inserted during singing. 
The syllable numbers are defined on the basis of the first strophe. The 

rhythmic and syllabic patterns of the second or other strophes often vary. 

Studia Musicologica Academrniae Scientiarum Hungaricae. 39, 1998 
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As a realistic simplification, only the multiples of 6 are used to indicate 
tempo, as they are well perceptible segments of a minute = 60 seconds: 54, 
60, 84, 108, etc. 

The musical notes come after the tunes or strophes, in the order of me- 
lodic progression. Changes in the first line come first, followed by the sec- 
ond, third, etc. lines. 

Melody lines in excess of 28-30 notes were broken up into two, the sec- 
ond started indented so that the original form of the tune shall be clear to the 
eye as well. Sometimes the repeated lines of two or three-line tunes were 
printed in a separate line, because reading them is easier in this way than by 
substituting for the relevant note. 

The subdivision of lines is not always unequivocal. A new line normally 
has a different text and tune than the previous one. But they often start a new 
line when only the words or only the tune is different. We have often faced 
the dilemma of writing an example in two longer or four shorter lines. The 
corollary problem was to use 2/4 or 4/4 as metric signature. That varies ac- 
cording to the character of the tunes on the one hand, and the manner of per- 
formance, on the other. 

Tatar melody types 

Unlike many a collection of foreign and Hungarian folksongs, the pre- 
sent selection of Kazan Tatar folksongs did not take the content of the texts 
as the starting point. The place and date of collection also had no influence 
upon the grouping and arrangement of the tunes. The only valid criteria were 
musical, similarly to the previous Volga-Kama volumes. 

When Hungarian ethnomusicology got to know a part of the Cheremis 
and Chuvash musical tradition at the beginning of this century, they were not 
aware yet what an important role the Tatar culture had played in that region 
for centuries. Today, thanks to many field researches, far more is known. 

Before presenting the tune types, mention must be made about the rela- 
tionship between the Tatar majority Moslems and the nearly completely un- 
known, relatively few "kreshchonniy" or coverts to Russian christianity. It 
compounds the problem that christian villages can be found along the north- 
eastern edge of the Tatar land and the north-western borders of the Bashkir 
territory, not always huddled together but at times scattered widely. No one 
ever speaks about this difference within the Tatar community - least to for- 
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eigners - and even if they have some inkling about it, they never bring it up, 
let alone put it down. There is no reference to the sharply different musical 
traditions of Moslem and christian Tatars in the former Tatar folksong col- 
lections either. A further unsettled question is whether the two had ever been 
parts of a whole, and if yes, how they were related. 

During our collecting trips, christian Tatars sang to us in the following 
11 villages: 

Yuldashevo 1975 14 songs 
Kadryakovo 1970 12 songs 
Knaz-Elga 1975 10 songs 
Staroye Grishkino 1970 9 songs 
Staro Kuruchevo 1975 9 songs 
Buzyurovo 1975 7 songs 
Cherkasovo 1970 7 songs 
Novo Ilekovo 1975 7 songs 
Bizyaki 1970 6 songs 
Novie Baliki 1975 2 songs 
Staronadirovo 1975 2 songs 

When you investigate the history of any of these settlements, you find 

hardly any significant difference between the "novo" (new) and "staro" 

(old) places. In several cases, a community that preserves the old tradition 
turns out to have moved to a new place exactly for the conservation of its tra- 
dition, e.g. the Bashkir Tatars to Novo Ilekovo, or, on the other side of the 

globe, the Scots to Nova Scotia in Canada. 
It is a fact of history that when in 1552 Ivan IV, Tsar of Russia defeated 

the Tatar khan's army and occupied the capital of the former great empire, 
Kazan, a significant transformation began in the life of all the people living 
around the mid-Volga region. The tsar wished to gather the Tatars, most of 
them Moslems but some still heathen, under his gown. Since he had no 
chance of doing so by force of arms, he resorted to the forced dissemination 
of the state religion, Greek orthodox christianity so that his rule could be 
consolidated. The newcomers to the villages, the village priests, became the 

evangelizers of the new faith and the confidants of the Russian tsar as well. 
The elderly villagers recalled as late as the fifties or sixties that the role of the 
former priests was taken on by the party secretaries. 
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However, they encountered far stouter resistance than expected. Many 
left their native lands rather than their faith. That was when the ancestors of 

today's Cheremis population in Bashkiria began migrating eastwards right 
up to the hilly area in front of the Ural. Eventually they withdrew some 
5-600 km from their original settlement, in the hope of being beyond the 
tsar's authority. They were right. The community having grown to some 
hundred thousand by now live in the districts ofBirsk, Mishkino, Kaltasi and 

Dyurtyli in Bashkiria, mixed with Tatars, Russians, and have preserved, 
right up to the most recent decades their ancient, partly sung pagan rites. A 
minor group of the Chuvash people acted likewise. Although they moved 
closer to their original habitat, to the neighbouring Western Tatar districts of 
Buinsk, Tetushi and Cheremshan, they still sing older tunes than their breth- 
ren in the main area. 

That is how the study of the tunes of orthodox Tatars became a major 
task of musical research in the Volga-Kama region: since these Tatars had 
abandoned their old faith, at least seemingly, in order to be left in peace, the 
Russians rewarded them by not meddling with their old way of life. They 
could go on living as they used to, preserving their customs, singing their old 
simple songs. Today, they are alone in possession of the clearly oldest, an- 
cient Tatar tunes, which they preserve highly consciously. That this musical 
stratum has so far been left unpublished is mainly due to the researchers' 
oversight concerning these seemingly simplistic short little tunes (Ex. 1). 

It is little known that since the 16th century, the Moslem Tatars have de- 
veloped a wholly new, very attractive folklore as a sign of their survival and 
resistance, which is flourishing today as well. Its main role is to keep alive 
the memory of the glorious past. Nowadays it is widely believed to be the 
real musical tradition of the Tatars, leaving the "kreshchonniy" or chris- 
tened Tatars unmentioned (Ex. 2). 

During our collecting trips we always made a point of calling our Tatar 
colleagues' attention to the simple tunes of christian Tatars, which are not so 
spectacular but have immense appeal to scholars as they well illumine the 
past. The first part of our collection contains nearly a hundred "christian" 
Tatar tunes, amounting to a considerable one-fifth of the total material. 

The Russians have paid attention to this division of the Tatars for centu- 
ries. Whenever a person of Tatar origin was appointed, he was mainly from 
among the christians, for Moslems are to this day the opposition. The latter 
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nities hardly exceed the range of the pentachord, there is no tune among the 

overwhelming Moslem majority tunes that does not reach or exceed the oc- 
tave. At times they even combat two octaves. In christian villages, tunes of 
two or three lines are sung, in the rest three, or rather four or more lines are 

typical (Ex. 3). 
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Christian Tatars normally sing short lines, the notes of a line and the syl- 
lables of the text to it are numerically identical or similar, and there is hardly 

any decoration. The polar opposite is true of Moslem Tatars (Ex. 4). No one 
can doubt that the older of the two musical traditions is that of the christians 
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and the more recent - though also centuries old - tradition is that of the Mos- 

lems, but the latter is also justly called today "old". Most remarkably, they 
do not know or sing each other's tunes. It has nowhere been found that Mos- 
lem and christian Tatars sang one another's songs. 

The tunes of the Moslem Tatars can be ranged into two main types: 
by their own designation: a) "uzun" (long) song, b) "kiska" (short) song. 

The uzun koj is a song performed in free, parlando-rubato rhythm, the 
syllable number often changing by line. There is much ornamentation and it 
is more or less improvised. The tune and text are both solemn, serious, at 
times, sombre. There are no humorous or funny texts among them. Fun does 
not go with the great events and personages of the past. It is, however, per- 
fectly suitable to foster a national consciousness, so the uzun koj is highly 
popular. An uzun koj singer is renowned and esteemed far beyond his own 

community as well, and is widely invited to perform (Ex. 5). 
The kiska koj, by contrast, is a dance tune mostly in fast or at least mod- 

erate tempo, in fixed rhythm, sung usually to lyrical texts. The lines number 
7 to 12 syllables. Naturally enough, there are many phases of transition be- 
tween the two types, and most of the kiska koj songs have not been classified 

by the Tatars, either. No musical system have been attempted so far in their 

publications. In our volume, the criteria of arrangement were the number of 
lines and the tonal scales (Ex. 6). 

The baet (narrative song) can be classified as a separate genre, its 7-8 

syllabic lines aranged in several four-line strophes. Baet is always syllabic: 
only one melody note falls on a syllable. Its essential part is the text rather 
than the tune. That is what captures the audience's attention. It is mostly per- 
formed by elderly men who have seen and heard much and can convey the 
memories of the past authentically. We have found that the most popular 
theme of the baets we heard was the Russian-Japanese war early in this cen- 

tury, which the eldery could remember in the 1960s-'70s (Ex. 7). 
Finally, mention must be made of the four-times 2/4 giusto tak-mak 

(chastushka in Russian) in "kolomeyka" rhythm, a typical development of 
the Soviet period (Ex. 8). They are funny, laudatory or mostly mocking 
songs. Young people like singing them. The closing section of the volume 
contains these tunes. In our view, the baet and the tak-mak are related phe- 
nomena. Both feature the text in the first place. The role of the simple melo- 
dies is secondary. 
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Musical characteristics 

So as to recognize and define a melody type, one has to study the songs' 
construction and inner arrangement. Central features are: regular or irregu- 
lar form, repetition, transposition or new ideas in every line. Most often, 
folksongs are characterized by varied line repetition, for both the performer 
and the audience wish a line or motive to appear more than once, perchance 
in variation. 

Today's European taste puts four-line strophes in the first place. Innu- 
merable folk music and art music pieces can be adduced to prove it. This 
makes several researchers analyze the musical forms of more than four lines 
from this form as the frame of reference. It has become widely maintained 
that a two-line song is the half of a four-line tune, hence it is a fragment. The 
five- or six-line strophe is simply the variant of a three- or four-line strophe 
extended by a line or two. All this seems to be ignoring the fact that develop- 
ment normally proceeds from simple to complex and larger. The reverse 
process is only exceptional. The primeval antitheses encountered every- 
where in nature must have had, and have their counterparts in music as well. 
What most probably corresponds to the opposite of fire and water, heaven 
and earth, night and day, male and female, etc. is the pair of lines in music 
which contains a question and an answer. A two-line form is a self-contained 
elementary form, not necessarily the half of a four-line strophe or a frag- 
ment. It is a fact that at the early medieval beginning of European art music, 
expression in couplets, in pairs of lines was the fundamental mode. 

The independent pair of lines can be broadly documented, even in 20th 
century musical traditions. The Ob-Ugrian bear songs, the Finnish runo 
songs, the Mordvin dirges, and the pairs of rising-falling melody lines of 
Volga Turks are all two-lined. The Hungarian folklore had several occa- 
sional songs partly of secular and partly of religious origin not so long ago 
(see Collection of Hungarian Folk Music II). The presumably archaic two- 
or three-line Hungarian tunes preserved in Moldavia also confirm this. The 
repeated lines of old ballad texts are another piece of proof. The tune form 
made up of a question and an answer, the rising-falling line of construction 
are perfectly natural to West European musics. 

Similarly to the songs of several peoples along the mid-Volga and in 
Europe, most of the majority Moslem Tatars' songs are four-lined. This 
form contains at least two musically different lines (A and B). A form repeat- 
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ing the initial idea three times (AAAA) is just as rare as is the structure of 
four different musical ideas (ABCD). Forms repeating one line (AABC, 
ABBC, ABCC) are however frequent. 

It needs special mention that apart from quatrolinear tunes, the Tatars 
sing many two-, three and even five-line songs (Ex. 9). 

Two- and three-line forms are hard to differentiate sharply, for they are 
closely interrelated by all the many repetitions, additions, reductions. The 
five-line forms have two main types: ABCBC and ABCDD. 

It can be said that in song with unchanged or varied repetitions, the lines 
usually outnumber the various musical ideas. In two-line tunes there are one 
or two, in three-line tunes usually two, in four-liners usually two or three dif- 
ferent motives. (Ex. 10) 

In the stock of Tatar tunes collected in 1968-1977: 

two-line tunes are 23 % 
three-line tunes are 23 % 
four-line tunes are 48 % 
five-line tunes are 6 % 

Only 10 % of these are not pentatonic, most of them belonging to the 
so-la-do-re or la-do-re-mi tetratony (7 %). Apart from these, a mere 2 % 
is pentachordal of a minor character and 1 % has a tonal set narrower than 
the tetrachord: do-re-mi or la-do-re. These, however, also has close ties 
with pentatony. It can also be concluded that pentatony extended with pien 
notes (5+ 1) and the incomplete (7+ 1) diatonic set of tones, so often met 
with among other peoples, is completely missing from the music of Volga 
Tatars. The predominant tonal stock of this music is pentatony without semi- 
tones. As for final notes, the 403 pentatonic tunes in the volume are distrib- 
uted as follows: 

so= 43% 
la = 23 % 
do = 30% 
re = 4% 

Conspicuously high is the rate of tunes of a major character, as against 
those of a minor character: 43-30, and 23+ 4, resp. Few songs end on re. 

Typically enough, in the latter group, the final note is only intoned in the 
very last minute. The beginning of these songs would rather suggest a clos- 
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times. The tunes of major and minor character are-nearly equal in number 
(43+ 4 and 23+ 30). It must also be reckoned with that the many fourths-sec- 
onds produced when halving the octave is indeed typical of pentatony and the 
Tatar folk music often applies it. 

The many ascending or descending perfect fourths and major seconds 
are the typical intervals of Tatar folk music. Pentatonic sequences are also 
far more frequent than the third-second chains. Fifths have a more or less 
equal weight to fourths. More than a quarter of the folksongs we collected 
contain shorter or longer lower fourth or fifth answers: 121 = 26 % of the 
460. In the great majority of these, the lower fourth answer is partial. 

The field research has confirmed that the Tatars sang self-contained 
two-line tunes with a fifth shift downwards. Some researchers have taken 
these tunes for half-tunes with the lower fifth answer missing. However, 
they cannot be incomplete for they are self-sufficient entities as question and 
answer each, without the fifth answer. It is another question that, if the singer 
so pleases, these tunes are sometimes complemented by a lower fifth an- 
swer. This produces the well-known forms of 7, q), 3, VII and the 8, 9(, 4, 
1 cadences, containing two shorter fourth answers and a longer fifth answer. 
The significance of the lower fifth shifting couplet has been emphasized by 
most recent researches. There are examples in which the fifth-shifting exten- 
sion is only attached to certain strophes, not being integral but only optional 
part of the melody. It is easier and more natural for singers to repeat a line on 
the lower fourth than on the lower fifth. The spread of the latter must be 

largely attributed to the introduction of string instruments tuned in fifths. It 
occurred more than once during our collection that one part of a four-line 

fifth-shifting tune was only played by the accompanying instrument(s), the 

singers only singing the other two more or less fourth-shifting lines. 
There is a highly noteworthy footnote on page XXI of Bela Bart6k's 

book The Hungarian Folksong. It says: "Most probably, originally there ex- 
isted two-line tunes of AA or AB structure, which for some reason came to 
be extended later to four lines by the two lines, the entire tune that is, being 
repeated a fifth away ..." 

The length of Tatar folksong lines are usually identical or similar, nor 

does the number of syllables per line differ considerably. Relatively frequent 
are the first lines with the a + a structure, that is, two identical or similar 
halves. In quite a lot of Tatar folksongs the repetition of the 1st line is fol- 
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lowed by an identical beginning in the 3rd line, only the middle of which 
brings about a change in the tune: A A a+ b, but the 4th line is completely 
different. All this must be related to one- or two-core construction, the free- 
dom of improvisation, the lively performance of changing, unpetrified 
forms (Ex. 11). 

When arranging the tunes, the changing number of lines in the strophes 
caused quite some headache, too. The text usually reveals where two and 
where three lines constitute a strophe. The occasional repetition of lines is 
also an indication of the great freedom of performance, suggesting that the 
four-line basic structure is still in the throes of birth, its original core being 
the mentioned question-and-answer pair of lines. 

The question always arises how many syllables suffice to call it a line, 
how many require subdivision. It mainly depends on the music, but the atti- 
tude of researchers may also change. In the Cheremis volume of 1971, some 
four-line oriental tunes were subdivided into 7, 4, 7, 3 syllables. Later, in the 
Chuvash volume, such and similar tunes were published as two-line forms of 
10, 11 syllables per line. In the popular Tatar tune type of"Ujol" the line di- 
vision of 4 and 5 syllables is unambiguous since the richly ornamented tune 
sung to it is a complete musical unit (Ex. 12). The number of tune and text 
lines is almost always identical, with few exceptions. At times, however, a 
three-line AAB tune may be attached to an ABB text, or vice versa (Ex. 13). 

Nearly a quarter of the tunes we collected were sung poco rubato, in free 
rhythm, that is. The transcription of these tunes requires special care for two 
reasons. On the one hand, it has to be made clear whether the musical accents 
at times tallying with the accents of the text, at times independent of them, 
and the barlines are correctly determined, and on the other, there are "regu- 
lar irregularities" within the tunes which must be transcribed. 

Careful musical shaping and the concomitant attention to proportions is 
a basic feature of Tatar folksongs (e.g. the alternation of 3/4, 2/4, 3/4 iden- 
tically in the lines). Few examples can be listed to illustrate the alternation 
of the three different meters. Also, bar divisions into 5 or 7 units are rare 
(Ex. 14). 

Normally, not only the length of bars and lines, but also most of the or- 
naments display some regularity. The melodic arches are very pliable. It is 
very rare to find large intervals in Tatar folksongs. Whenever a sixth or sev- 
enth should appear, it is adorned with lots of grace notes and ornaments be- 
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fore and after the main note, usually connected by tiny flexible strings of sec- 
onds without coagulating into glides (Ex. 15). 

The high number of tiny embellishments is always a sign of extempori- 
zation, changeability. Just as their decorative art is devoid of straight lines. 
Unlike the nordic peoples, their singing is like their needlework. 
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One can hardly ever hear octave breaks in sung Tatar folksongs which 
is so frequent in the fifth-shifting Cheremis songs. The large-compass fifth 
answers are rare, and the performers appear more cautious. They know their 
own limits better and are aware of the register they can sing in best. It has 
been a decade's experience that young people bother far less about that. 

The average range of tunes was between the seventh and the tenth. As 
has been mentioned, the tunes of the christian Tatars is differentiated from 
the Moslems by a narrower range than that. 

The most frequent syllable numbers of Tatar folksong texts are 7, 8, 9, 
10 and their many variations, e.g.: 4+ 4, 7+ 3, 8+ 7. That does not mean 
that lines of more or fewer syllables are not included, from 4 up to 15 sylla- 
bles. It is not redundant to reiterate that the Tatars easily and frequently 
change the texts and hence the syllablic scheme. (Ex. 16) 

The many years of collecting, transcribing, analyzing on the spot offered 
several other insights. Although the influence of the traditional music of Ta- 
tars can be demonstrated in the entire region of the Volga and Kama, the mu- 
sical impact of neighbouring Votyak, Cheremis and Chuvash tunes is also de- 
tectable. The do-re-mi trichordal tunes are of Votyak origin without doubt. 
The A4-5BAB "small form", or the 2= 5, 3= 7 and 4= 8 type tune structures 

chiefly characterize the Cheremis people. Some typical Chuvash cadential 
turns can be found at the end of Tatar songs. Lending and borrowing are natu- 
ral concomitants of several centuries of coexistence. The Votyak and Chu- 
vash people also sing in the tongue of the Tatars, but the Tatars, like the Rus- 

sians, never sing in other languages. The lyrics are often sung in local dia- 
lects. Their exact registration required much care both for transcription and 
for intelligibility, while the "urbanized" correction of the texts had to be 
avoided. The Tatars also sing folksongs to the poems of their great poet G. 

Tukay. That, however, does not mean that the folk tunes themselves are of 
recent development. Similarly to the Cheremis and Votyak people, there 
were local Tatar singers who improvised welcoming words to us Hungarians. 

It has not yet been clarified whether the many meaningless padding 
sounds - ja-je-na-ne etc. - are typical of certain regions or certain singers 
only. There are songs in which they outnumber the textual syllables. 

On-the-spot experience suggests that despite its musical richness, Tatar 

folk music has far fewer songs associated with occasions than its neighbour- 
ing musics. The reason might be that the Tatar way of life is tied closely to the 
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Islam in which music plays less role. At feasts the faithful do not sing and even 
weddings are attached far fewer songs than among the neighbouring Finno- 
Ugrians. The social status of women is inferior to that of men even today. 
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The traditional music of the Kazan Tatars must be an important chain- 
link in the great range of Euro-Asian pentatony somewhere halfway between 
the Mongolians and the Irish. This applies less to its geographical location 
than to the moderation of the two extremes in the improvised and embel- 
lished performance of pentatonic tunes. The inventive profusion of motives 
and easy pliable ornamentation of Tatar pentatony is somewhere in the mid- 
dle between the two ends of Euro-Asia, even if all organic connections are 
disregarded. 

Photo 1:* S. P. Polikarpov (87) 
Yuldashevo 

Photo 2: F. P. Kalinina (69) 
Yuldashevo 

* Photos by lAszl6 Vikr 
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Photo 3: K. Z. Kiriyova (58) 
Kulchurovo 

Photo 4: Z. M.Chingizova (64) 
Kulchurovo 

Photo 5: M. S. Galiullina (64) 
Novo Kutovo 

Photo 6: F. F. Utyakayova (90) 
Novo Kutovo 
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Photo 7: N. N. Kuzmina (50) 
Nov. Baliki 

Photo 8: A. A. Nikitina ((53) 
Nov. Baliki 

Photo 9: D. N. Ulmyasova 
Nov. Baliki 

Photo 10: T. G. Toropkova 
Nov. Baliki 
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Photo 11: M. G. Kasimov (77) 
Ibrakayevo 

Photo 12: A. F. Ibrahimov (76) 
Kabakushevo 

Photo 13: S. G. Gimazeldinov (72) 
Staro Kurucheco 

Photo 14: H. J. Yumaguzhin (73) 
Kidryichevi 
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Photo 15: Volga riverside 

Photo 16: Vyatka riverside 
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Photo 17: Village mosque 

Photo 18: Village mullah with two of his helpers 
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Photo 19: Entry of the Kreml of Kazan 

Photo 20: Old grave in the Kazan 
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